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1. INTRODUCTION
In [1315] we have shown that given a Gibbs state | on an inductive
limit C*-algebra A one can construct an interpolating family of Lp(|)
spaces, p # [1, ], in the following natural way. We note that in A one
has a family of finite-dimensional subalgebras A4 , indexed by finite sets
4//Zd, whose union A0 #4//Z d A4 is dense in A. The restriction |4
of the state | to subalgebra A4 has a representation
|4( f )=Tr(\4 f )
with a strictly positive density matrix \4 # A4 with respect to a normalized
trace Tr on A, (see, e.g., [6]). Therefore for any f # A the following norms
are well defined
& f &Lp (|4)=(Tr |\
12p
4 f\
12p
4 |
p)1p
and one can define Lp(|4) spaces, with p # [1, ), as the closure of A in
this norm. By passing to the limit with 4  Zd one arrives at the natural
interpolating family of Lp(|) spaces associated to the faithful locally
normal state | on A. For any 1pq one has that A/Lq /Lp and
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thus it is natural to consider A as an analog of continuous functions in the
noncommutative setting. As demonstrated in [1316] such family provides
a useful framework for construction and study of Markov semigroups,
(that is positivity and unit preserving semigroups Pt , t0, which are
contractive in Lp spaces), for which a given state | is invariant or even
which are symmetric in the corresponding L2(|) space. In particular in
[16] we have constructed an extension of commutative Glauber dynamics
with generator containing an additional nonsymmetric term (non available
on the commutative level). We have shown that such dynamics possesses
a Feller property in the sense that it maps A into itself. Moreover applying
an extension of the idea of [1] we proved its strong ergodicity for symmetric
semigroups and nonsymmetric semigroup provided that non-symmetric
part of the generator is small in a suitable sense. It is well known, see e.g.
[1821] and references therein, that in the commutative case one can
prove ergodicity for a much larger class of dynamics by using some other
technique based on the hypercontractivity of a Markov semigroup, that is
the property
&Pt f &Lq& f &Lp
for q#q(t)#1+( p&1) e(2c) t defined with some constant c # (0, ).
Besides other things such technique allows also to prove strong ergodicity
of Markov semigroups with nonsymmetric generators essentially without
any smallness assumptions on the nonsymmetric part, see [21]. In the
noncommutative setting the hypercontractivity property has been so far
studied only on some cases of Lp spaces associated to a trace [8, 12]. Our
paper is the first attempt to generalize this theory to a more general setting
involving interpolating family Lp(|) associated to a nontrivial state |.
In Section 2 we study some additional properties of Lp norms, including
the convexity and differentiability properties, necessary for us later. There
we introduce a new renormalized relative entropy which is useful to
measure a flow in the bundle of Banach spaces.
It is well known that in the commutative case one can formulate an
infinitesimal conditions for hypercontractivity. Due to the fact that in this
case the classical Dirichlet forms possess some particular Lp regularity,
these infinitesimal conditions prove to be essentially independent of the
index p and are equivalent to a bound of the relative entropy in terms of
Dirichlet form called Logarithmic Sobolev inequality, [11]. This fact
was crucial to the success in application of hypercontractivity. In Sections
3 and 4 we study Markov semigroups in our noncommutative Lp spaces
associated to a Gibbs state and in particular the relations between hyper-
contractivity and Logarithmic Sobolev inequality. We recover a number of
properties of the classical theory including an analog of Gross integration
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lemma, RothausSimon implication of the spectral gap and others. In
Section 5 we study the Lp regularity of generalized Dirichlet forms.
2. NONCOMMUTATIVE LP SPACES
In this section we discuss some properties of a family of Lp -spaces,
p # [1, ], associated to a Gibbs state. As we have remarked in the intro-
duction one can construct the corresponding norms by applying a proper
limiting procedure with the norms associated to the states defined by the
density matrices with respect to a normalized trace. Thus one can expect
that in this limit the properties of the local norms are easily carried over.
Therefore we restrict ourselves to presenting a detailed description of that
case when |( } )=Tr(\ } ), with a strictly positive density matrix \ # A,
Tr\=1, with respect to a normalized trace Tr. Then for each p # [1, ) we
are given the following norm
& f &Lp (|)=(Tr |\
12pf\12p| p)1p
and the corresponding Lp(|) space is defined as the closure of A in this
norm. L(|) is defined as the dual space to L1(|). Such definition assures
that we have:
A/L(|)/Lp(|)/Lq(|)/L1(|)
if pq and algebra A is dense in each Lp(|). It is also clear that L2(|) is
a Hilbert space with the following scalar product
( f, g) |=Tr(\14f\14)* (\14g\14).
Basic properties of these spaces are collected in the following theorem (see,
e.g., [22]).
Theorem 2.1. (a) The family [Lp(|)]1p is a complex interpolat-
ing family of Banach spaces.
(b) Ho lder type inequalities. The scalar product (A, A) | can be
extended to (Lp(|), Lq(|)) | , with p, q # [1, ] satisfying 1p+1q=1,
and
|( f, g) | |& f &Lp (|) &g&Lq (|) .
(c) Duality. For any p # [1, ] we have
& f &Lp(|)= sup
&g&Lq (|)=1
|(g, f) | |.
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For later purposes we introduce the cones L+p (|) of positive elements
in Lp(|). We do that by introducing the Lp -modulus | } |p , later on briefly
called p-modulus, as follows. First, for any a # A, we define
|a|p #\&12p |\12pa\12p| \&12p.
Next we note that for any f # Lp(|) if an  f in Lp(|), p # [1, ), and
an # A, then the sequence
|an |p :=\&12p |\12pan\12p| \&12p
is also convergent. Indeed
& |an |p&|am |p &Lp (|) =(Tr |\
12p( |an | p&|am |p) \12p| p)1p
=& |\12pan\12p|&|\12pam\12p| &Lp (Tr) .
Since Lp(Tr) is an unitarily invariant norm in the sense that for any unitary
operators, U, V # A one has &UfV&Lp (Tr)=& f &Lp (Tr) , therefore we can use
an estimate of [5] to get
& |\12pan\12p|& |\12pam\12p| &Lp (Tr)
212(&\12pan\12p+\12pam \12p&Lp (Tr))
12
_(&\12pan \12p&\12pam\12p&Lp (Tr))
12
212(&an&Lp (|)+&am&Lp (|))
12 (&an&am&Lp (|))
12.
This shows that if the sequence an , n # N, is convergent in Lp , so is |an |p .
That allows us to extend by continuity the p-modulus to the entire Lp
space. Clearly we have
& | f |p&Lp (|)=& f &Lp (|)
and the mapping f  | f |p is a continuous projection. Now we define
L+p (|)=[ f # Lp(|): | f |p= f ]
when p # [1, ) and
L+(|)=[ f # L(|): ( f, g) |0 \g # L
+
1 (|)].
Proposition 2.2. For every p # [1, ], L+p (|) is a closed strict cone in
Lp(|) such that A+ is dense in it. This remains true for p=, provided the
norm topology is replaced by the weak*-topology.
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Proof. Let f1 , f2 # L+p (|). It is clear that \c0 and s # [0, 1] cf1 #
L+p (|) and (1&s) f1+sf2 # L
+
p (|). Also, if f # L
+
p (|) and & f # L
+
p (|)
then f =0 and so L+p (|) is strict. Let an  f # L
+
p (|), an # A. We have
shown above that |an |p  | f |p= f. But |an |p # A+, so A+=L+p (|).
Similar arguments apply to p= case. K
Let
LRp (|) :=[ f1& f2 : f1 , f2 # L
+
p (|)].
We have the following fact showing that using the p-modulus we can
decompose any real element into a positive and negative part.
Proposition 2.3. For any f # LRp (|), p # [1, ), we have
| f |p\f # L+p (|).
Proof. Consider the set AR=[a # A: a*=a]. For a # AR let
\12pa\12p=A+&A&
be the decomposition of the Hermitian operator \12pa\12p with respect to
the natural cone of positive elements in A. Then |\12pa\12p|=A++A&
and so |a|p=\&12p(A++A&) \&12p. It follows that
|a|p\a=2\&12pA\\&12p # L+p (|).
But AR is dense in LRp (|) so for some sequence an # A we have
| f |p\f = lim
n  
( |an |p\an) # L+p (|)
because L+p (|) is closed. K
It follows from the construction that for 1p+1q=1, one has
(L+p (|), L
+
q (|)) |0.
Now if q # (1, ), by the duality property, for any f # L+q (|) we have the
following representation of its norm
& f &Lq (|)=sup [(g, f)| : g # L
+
p (|), &g&Lp (|)=1]
with 1p+1q=1. We show that this supremum is attainable.
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Proposition 2.4. If q # (1, ), then for any f # L+q (|) there exists a
unique element ,p( f ) # L+p (|), with 1p+1q=1, defined by
,p( f )=
\&12p(\12qf\12q)qp \&12p
& f &q&2Lq (|)
(1)
for f{0 and ,p(0)=0, such that
& f &2Lq (|)=(,p( f ), f ) | (2)
and
&,p( f )&Lp (|)=& f &Lq (|) . (3)
Moreover one has
,p( | f |q)=|,p( f )|p (4)
and the mapping f  ,p( f ) is continuous and uniformly continuous on bounded
sets.
The element ,p( f ) # Lp(|) described above is called a tangent functional
at f # Lq(|). Later it will also be convenient to use the normalized tangent
functional , p( f )#,p( f )& f &Lq where p and q are complementary.
Proof. The property (2) can be shown as follows
(,p( f ), f ) | =Tr(\14,p( f ) \14)(\14f\14)
=
1
& f &q&2Lq (|)
Tr[\12\&12p(\12qf\12q)qp \&12p\12f ]
=
1
& f &q&2Lq (|)
Tr(\12qf\12q)q=& f &2Lq (|) .
The equality (3) follows by direct calculations. Because & f &Lp (|)=
&\12pf\12p&Lp (Tr) and Lp(Tr) is uniformly convex [4], so Lp(|)=Lq*(|) is
also uniformly convex, hence strictly convex. (For the convenience of the
reader we recall the definitions of uniform and strict convexity in the
Appendix I.) This implies that ,p( f ) is unique and that the map f  ,p( f )
is continuous and uniformly continuous on bounded sets. To prove that
,p( | f |p)=|,p( f )|p if f # LRq (|), because of continuity, it is enough to consider
invertible f. Let \12qf\12q=A+&A& be the positive decomposition. Then
| f |q=\&12q(A++A&) \&12q and so
,p( | f |q)=& f &&(q&2)Lq(|) } \
&12p(A++A&)q&1 \&12p.
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because \12qf\12q is invertible, one has the following polar decomposition
\12qf\12q=U |\12qf\12q| with U=U*. Hence
,p( f )=
\&12p |\12qf\12q|q&1 U\&12p
& f &q&2Lq (|)
and so
|,p( f )| p =
\&12p | |\12qf\12q| q&1 U| \&12p
& f &q&2Lq (|)
=
\&12p(A++A&)q&1 \&12p
& f &q&2Lq (|)
.
Thus ,p( | f |q)=|,p( f )|p . K
To study the differentiability properties of Lq norms with respect to q we
introduce a family of maps Ip, q , p, q # (1, ) defined on A+ as follows
Ip, q( f )=\&12p(\12qf\12q)qp \&12p. (5)
They generalize the maps f  ,p( f ) for arbitrary p, q>1 and make possible
to move between different L+p (|) cones. We prove the following result.
Theorem 2.5. Ip, q extends to a continuous bijective map from L+q (|)
onto L+p (|) with the following properties
(i) &Ip, q( f )& pLp (|)=& f &
q
Lq (|)
,
(ii) Ip, p=id, Ip, r=Ip, qIq, r \p, q, r # [1, ),
(iii) Ip, q(cf )=cqpIp, q( f ), \c0,
(iv) if 1p+1q=1 and & f &Lq (|)=1, then Ip, q( f )=,p( f ).
Proof. We note first that the properties (i)(iv) can be directly shown
on A+ using the formula (5). Next we show that Ip, q can be extended to
bijective and continuous maps from L+q (|) onto L
+
p (|). To this end we
consider first the case q<p. If an # A+ and an  f in Lq(|), then
&Ip, q(an)&Ip, q(am)&Lp (|) =&(\
12qan\12q)qp&(\12qam \12q)qp&Lp (Tr)
& |\12qan\12q&\12qam\12q|qp&Lp (Tr)
=&an&am&qpLq (|)  n, m   0.
In the above we used the estimation given in [3]. It follows that Ip, q(an)
is convergent in Lp(|). Thus we can define Ip, q( f )=limn   Ip, q(an) and
get a continuous map Ip, q : L+q (|)  L
+
q (|).
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For q>p we proceed as follows. It is clear that for an # A+, an  0 in
Lq(|), we have &Ip, q(an)&Lp (|)  0. So it is enough to consider only con-
vergent sequences [an] such that &an&Lq (|)=1. Let q$ and p$ be com-
plementary to q and p, respectively. If q$<p, then
lim
n  
Ip, q(an)= lim
n  
Ip, q$Iq$, q(an)= lim
n  
Ip, q$(,q$(an))
=Ip, q$(,q$( f ))
and so Ip, q( f ) is well defined. If q$>p, then q<p$ and we have
lim
n  
Ip, q(An)= lim
n  
Ip, p$ Ip$, q(An)=,p(Ip$, q( f )).
Thus Ip, q : L+q (|)  L
+
p (|) is continuous for arbitrary p and q. Because
Ip, q Iq, p |A+=id | A+
so Ip, qIq, p=id on L+p (|) and Ip, r=Ip, qIq, r on L
+
r (|).
This completes the proof of the theorem. K
Using the maps Ip, q we define the curves which flow through the cones
L+p (|), as follows:
xq, f (s)=Iq+s, q( f ), f # L+q (|), s0.
Because L+q+s(|)/L
+
q (|), we can consider s  xq, f (s) as a curve in one
Banach space Lq(|). Let f # A+ be invertible. Then
d
ds
xq, f (s) } s=0=
d
ds
(\&12(q+s)(\12qf\12q)q(q+s) \&12(q+s)) } s=0
exists in Lq(|). Let us define
Tq( f )=&q
d
ds
xq, f (s) } s=0 (6)
whenever the corresponding derivative exists. One can show that the func-
tion Tq : D(Tq)  LRq (|) is defined on a dense domain D(Tq)#A+ for all
q>1. By direct calculation for f # A+ one gets the following formula
Tq( f )=\&12q((\12qf\12q) log(\12qf\12q)) \&12q&
1
2q
[ f, log \], (7)
where we have set [g, h]#gh+hg. We call Tq the renormalized Operator
Valued Relative Entropy. The reader may note that on commutative
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algebra when each f commutes with \ the OVRE is independent of \ and
simply equals f log f.
For further application we observe that one has the following covariance
relation between T2 and Tq (which generalizes the corresponding property
of classical relative entropy).
Theorem 2.6. If 1p+1q=1 and f # A+, then
(Ip, q( f ), Tq( f )) |=
2
q
(I2, q( f ), T2(I2, q( f ))) | . (8)
Proof. For the right hand side we have
2
q
(I2, q( f ), T2(I2, q( f ))) |
=
2
q
Tr \\12I2, q( f ) \12 \I2, q( f ) \14(log \14I2, q( f ) \14) \&14
&
1
4
[I2, q( f ), log \]++
=
2
q
Tr(\14(\12qf\12q)q (log(\12qf\12q)q2) \&14)
&
1
2q
Tr(\14(\12qf\12q)q2 (\12qf\12q)q2 \&14 log \)
&
1
2q
Tr(\14(\12qf\12q)q2 \14(log \) \&14(\12qf\12q)q2 \&14)
=Tr \(\12qf\12q)q \log \12qf\12q&1q log \++ . (9)
On the other hand, if 1p+1q=1, using formula (7), we have
(Ip, q( f ), Tq( f )) |=Tr \\12\&12p(\12qf\12q)q&1 \&12p\12
_\f\12q(log \12qf\12q) \&12q& 12q [ f, log \]++ ,
(10)
which can be shown to be equal to the formula on the right hand side of
(9) by simple manipulations under the trace. K
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The map Tq is useful to measure the change of Lq(|) norms with respect
to q.
Theorem 2.7. If f # A+, then q  & f &Lq is differentiable and
d
dq
& f &qLq=(Ip, q( f ), Tq( f )) | (11)
with p being complementary to q. Thus for any continuously differentiable
map q#q(t) with values in (1, ), we have
d
dt
& f &qLq=q* (Ip, q( f ), Tq( f )) | (12)
with q* #(ddt) q.
Proof. Let f # A+ be invertible. Setting Aq #\12qf\12q, we have
& f &qLq=Tr(A
q
q). (13)
To show the desired differentiability, first we need to find a convenient
representation of the difference of quantities (13) corresponding values at
q+2q an q. Because Aq is positive and invertible, we have
Tr Aq+2qq+2q&Tr A
q
q =Tr \|
1
0
ds
d
ds
As(q+2q)q+2q A
(1&s) q
q +
=Tr \|
1
0
ds
d
ds
es(q+2q) log Aq+2q e(1&s) q log Aq+ .
Since the corresponding derivative is given by
As(q+2q)q+2q ((q+2q) log Aq+2q&q log Aq) A
(1&s) q
q ,
after simple transformations we arrive at
Tr Aq+2qq+2q&Tr A
q
q
=(q+2q) Tr \|
1
0
ds A (1&s) qq A
s(q+2q)
q+2q [log Aq+2q&log Aq]+
+2q Tr \|
1
0
ds A (1&s) qq A
s(q+2q)
q+2q log Aq+ .
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Dividing it by 2q and taking the limit 2q  0, we obtain
d
dq
Tr Aqq=q Tr \Aqq \ ddq log Aq+++Tr Aqq log Aq . (14)
To compute the derivative of the logarithmic term we use the following
integral representation:
log Aq=|

0
d* \1*&
1
*+Aq+ .
From this we obtain
d
dt
log Aq=|

0
d* \ 1*+Aq +
dAq
dq \
1
*+Aq+
and hence the formula (14) can be represented as follows
d
dq
Tr Aqq=q Tr A
q&1
q \ ddq Aq++Tr Aqq log Aq .
Since
dAq
dq
=&
1
2q2
[Aq , log \],
we arrive at
d
dq
& f &qLq #
d
dq
Tr Aqq=&
1
q
Tr Aqq log \+Tr A
q
q log Aq
=\Tr(\12qf\12q)q \log \12qf\12q&1q log \++ .
By comparing this with (10) and the right hand side of (9) we see that the
formula in the bracket equals (Ip, q( f ), Tq( f )) | . This completes the proof
for invertible f # A+. Since such f are dense in the operator norm in A+,
to finish the proof of the first part it suffices to notice that both sides of
equation (12) are continuous with respect to f in the operator norm. From
that the second part of the theorem easily follows. K
By similar arguments one can show the following.
Corollary 2.8. For any f # AR, we have
d
dt
& f &q(t)Lq(t)=q* (t)(Ip(t), q(t)( | f |q(t)), Tq(t)( | f |q(t))) | . (15)
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In function spaces one has the following useful inequality
\| | f | p d++
1p
\| f d++
2
+( p&1) \| | f &+( f )| p d++
2p
for f # Lp(d+) and p2. We show that a similar inequality holds also in the
noncommutative framework.
Lemma 2.9. Let p # [1, 2] and f # L +p (|). Then
& f &2p((1, f ) |)
2+( p&1) & f&(1, f ) | &2p . (16)
Proof. Since for p=1 and p=2 one has equality in (16), we need to
consider only the case when p # (1, 2). Assume that f # A+0 and consider
the following function
r  .(r)=&1+rg&2p=(Tr(\
1p+r\12pg\12p) p)2p
for r # [0, 1], where g=( f(1, f ) )&1. Because .(0)=1 and .$(0)=0, it
is sufficient to show that
."(r)2( p&1)(Tr |h| p)2p,
where h=\12pg\12p. For this we follow the proof of the 2-uniform
convexity in [4] (see the proof of Theorem 1). One can show that with
(r)=Tr(\1p+rh) p, we have
."(r)
2
p
(r) (2& p)p"(r).
Since
$(r)= p Tr(\1p+rh) p&1 h
= p#p&1 |

0
dt t p&1 Tr \\1t &
1
t+\1p+rh+ h+
with appropriate normalization constant #p&1 , so
"(r)= p#p&1 |

0
dt t p&1 Tr \ 1t+\1p+rh } h }
1
t+\1p+rh
} h+ .
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Let us set Z=\1p+rh. Because the function
F(Z)=Tr \ 1t+Z h
1
t+Z
h+
is convex, we have F(Z)F(Zdiag), where Zdiag is the matrix whose entries
in an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of Hermitian matrix h, are given
by (Zdiag) ii=Zii , (Zdiag) ij=0 if i{ j. It is clear that Zdiag commutes with h.
Hence
"(r)p( p&1) Tr(Zdiag) p&2 h2.
Since the function Z  Tr Z p is convex, we get (r)Tr(Zdiag) p. Hence it
is enough to show the following inequality
(Tr(Zdiag) p) (2& p)p } Tr(Zdiag) p&2 h2(Tr |h| p)2p
but this follows from Ho lder inequality for the trace. K
3. HYPERCONTRACTIVITY AND LOGARITHMIC SOBOLEV
INEQUALITY
Let Lp and L
+
p , p # [1, ], be an interpolating family of Banach spaces
and its positive cones, which contain a Banach space A and A+ as a
common dense subset, respectively, and such that the pairs with com-
plementary indexes p, q # (1, ), 1p+1q=1, are dual with respect to the
scalar product ( } , } ) of the Hilbert space L2 .
In this section we study the properties of positive semigroups of contrac-
tions acting in the noncommutative Lp spaces. In particular assuming some
regularity properties of corresponding Dirichlet forms, we prove an analog
of the Gross integration lemma for hypercontractive semigroups in our
noncommutative framework.
We begin with setting the scene by introducing the following definition;
here and later on we use the notation & f &Lp #& f &p and, for a bounded
operator P=Lq  Lp , we set &P&p, q to denote its operator norm.
The starting point for us will be the following.
Definition 3.1. A strongly continuous semigroup Pt of linear operators
in the interpolating family Lp is called
(i) contractive iff for each p and any t0, &Pt f &p& f &p ;
(ii) positive iff for each p and any t0, Pt L+p /L
+
p ,
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(iii) L2 -symmetric iff ( f, Pt g)=(Pt f, g) \f, g # L2 ;
(iv) Markov iff it is positive, contractive and Pt(1)=1, where 1 is
the unit operator in A;
(v) Feller iff Pt A/A and Pt | A is positive and contractive;
(vi) hypercontractive iff it is contractive and for every 1<q<p<
there exist {p, q0 and Cp, q # (0, ) such that \t>{p, q we have
&Pt &p, qCp, q ;
(vii) strictly hypercontractive iff the constant Cp, q1.
We notice that a positive and contractive semigroup on L with the
property ( f, Pt g)=(Pt f, g) for all f, g # L can be extended in every Lp
space to a positive semigroup of contractions. Indeed for f # L , setting
ft=Pt f, we have
&Pt f &2L1 =(,( ft), Pt f )=(Pt,( ft), f )
&Pt ,( ft)&L & f &L1&,( ft)&L & f &L1
=& ft&L1 & f &L1 .
Hence &Pt f &L1& f &L1 . The contractivity for arbitrary p # (1, ) follows
from the RieszThorin interpolation theorem. Because L+ is dense in
each L+p , so the extension of Pt onto Lp is also positive. By continuity this
extension is L2 -symmetric. We can show in a similar way that such an
extension is also possible if given a positive semigroup of contractions in L1
which is Feller and satisfies (Pt f, g) =( f, Pt g) \f, g # A.
We recall that one can give the infinitesimal characterization of the
Lp -contractivity property in terms of the generator of a semigroup. Let Lq
be the generator of the semigroup Pt in Lq , with the domain denoted by
D(Lq). (If no confusion can arise we omit the subscript q from the notation.)
Let E2( } , } ) be the Dirichlet form given by the closure of the quadratic form
of the generator L2 of the semigroup in L2 . (For the Hilbert space theory
of Dirichlet forms we refer to [2, 7, 9], and [10]; see also references therein.)
More generally, for q # (1, ), we also define the generalized Dirichlet
forms
Eq(g, g)=(,p(g), &Lq g) } &g&q&2Lq ,
with a dense domain containing D(Lq)/Lq and 1p+1q=1. Because Pt
is contractive in Lq so, by the LumerPhillips theorem,
Eq(g, g)0
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for every elements g for which Eq(g, g) is finite. Note that if g is positive,
then
Eq(g, g)=(Ip, q(g), &Lq g).
Given a contractive and positive semigroup Pt , t0 on all Lp spaces, we
would like now to discuss the hypercontractivity property. We note that,
similarly as in [12], it is sufficient to consider hypercontractivity on
positive cones. This is because we have the following result.
Proposition 3.2. If Pt , t0 is positive and for any f # L+q(0) we have
& ft &qC & f &q(0)
with some 1<q(0)<q< and C#C(t, q(0), q) # (0, ), then the same
remains true for any f # LRq(0) .
Proof. By Proposition 2.3, we have that \f| f |q(0) and because Pt is
a positive semigroup, we get
\Pt( f )Pt( | f | q(0)). (17)
For ft #Pt f and its normalized tangent functional , ( ft)#,( ft)& ft &q , with
complementary p and q, we define
f +t =
| ft |q+ ft
2
, f &t =
| ft |q& ft
2
and
, +p ( ft)=
|, p( ft)|p+, p( ft)
2
, , &p ( ft)=
|, p( ft)| p&, p( ft)
2
.
By Proposition 2.3, these functions are positive elements from L+q and L
+
p ,
respectively, for 1p+1q=1. Because q-modulus is an isometry and since
from Proposition 2.4 we have , p( | ft |q)=|, p( ft)|p , we see that
(, p( ft), ft)=( |, p( ft)|p , | ft |q)
which implies
(, +p ( ft), f
&
t )=(,
&
p ( ft), f
+
t )=0.
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Hence, using (17), we get
& ft &q =(, +p ( ft), ft) +(,
&
p ( ft), (&ft))
(, +p ( ft), Pt( | f |q(0)))+(,
&
p ( ft), Pt( | f |q(0)))
=( |, p( ft)| p , Pt( | f |q(0))).
Because & |, p( ft)|p&p=&, p( ft)&p=1 so, by duality,
& ft &q&Pt( | f |q(0))&qC(t, q) & | f |q(0) &q(0)=C(t, q) & f &q(0) . K
Next we observe that it is enough to consider only the case q(0)=2
and q>2.
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that Pt is contractive in all Lp spaces, p # (1, )
and L2 -symmetric. If for each p>2 there exist positive constants {p, 2 and
Cp, 2 such that \t>{p, 2
&Pt f &LpCp, 2 & f &L2 \f # L2
then Pt is hypercontractive.
Proof. Let t>2{p, 2 and f # L2 . Then
&Pt f &2p =&Pt2 Pt2 f &2pC 2p, 2 &Pt2 f &2L2
=C 2p, 2(Pt2 f, Pt2 f ) =C
2
p, 2 |(Pt f, f ) |.
Let 1p+1q=1. Then q<2 and so f # Lq . By the definition of Lq norm we
have that
|(Pt f, f ) |&Pt f &Lp & f &Lq .
Hence
&Pt f &LpC
2
p, 2 & f &Lq
for complementary p and q and f # L2 . But L2 is dense in L2 , so the above
inequality extends to any f # Lq . Since p   implies q  1, it also holds
for arbitrary 1<q<p<. K
The next result gives useful reformulation of the hypercontractivity
condition.
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Proposition 3.4. Suppose for some { # (0, ) we have &P{&4, 2C and
&P{&, 1. Then
&Pt &q(t), 2exp {2d \12&
1
q(t)+= (18)
with q(t)=1+e2tc, where c#4T, and d#log C.
The proof is based on the RieszThorin interpolation theorem and is similar
to the one in the commutative case.
Similarly as for the contractivity condition, one would like to introduce the
infinitesimal condition for hypercontractivity. To this end it is useful to intro-
duce the following definition.
Definition 3.5. We say that the LSq-Logarithmic Sobolev inequality is
true iff for c(q)#(q2(q&1)) c and d(q)#(2q) d defined with some constant
c # (0, ) and d # [0, ), respectively, we have
(Ip, q( f ), Tq( f ))&& f &qq log & f &qc(q) Eq( f, f )+d(q) & f &
q
q (19)
for all f # L+q for which the right hand side is finite, where 1p+1q=1.
We recall that by Theorem 2.6 we have
(Ip, q( f ), Tq( f ))=
2
q
(I2, q( f ), T2(I2, q( f ))) (20)
provided 1p+1q=1. Hence we see that solely LS2 implies
(Ip, q( f ), Tq( f ))&& f &qq log & f &q

2c
q
E2(I2, q( f ), I2, q)+
2d
q
& f &qq . (21)
Later on the inequality LS2 with given coefficients c and d will be briefly called
the inequality LS(c,d). It is well known that in commutative case LS(c,d)
actually implies LSq . For that one needs some extra regularity of Dirichlet
forms which we introduce in the following definition.
Definition 3.6. We say that the Dirichlet forms Ep are Lp-regular iff there
is d00 such that \q2 and g # D(Eq), we have
E2(I2, q(g), I2, q(g))
q2
4(q&1)
Eq(g, g)+d0 &g&qq . (22)
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Recall that the classical Dirichlet forms in commutative Lp spaces satisfy
this regularity property with d0=0.
The following lemma will play a crucial role in the proof of the main
result of this section.
Lemma 3.7. Let f # A+ & D(Eq0) be strictly positive. Then, with q#q(t)
#1+(q0&1) e2tc, we have
d
dt
log & ft&q(t)|t=0
=
q* 0q0
& f &qq {((Ip, q( f ), Tq( f ))&& f &qq log & f &q)&
qc
2(q&1)
Eq( f, f )=
(23)
with p#p(t) being complementary to q#q(t) # (1, ).
The proof of this lemma is given at the end of this section. Now we
would like to prove the following result which provides an infinitesimal
characterization of hypercontractivity property in the noncommutative Lp
spaces.
Theorem 3.8. Suppose Pt is a L2 -symmetric Feller semigroup which is
hypercontractive, that is we have
&Pt &q(t), 2exp {2d \12&
1
q(t)+= (24)
with d # [0, ) and q(t)=1+e2tc defined with some constant c # (0, ).
Then the following LS(c,d) Logarithmic Sobolev inequality is true.
( f, T2( f ))&& f &2L2 log & f &L2cE( f, f )+d & f &
2
L2
(25)
with some constants c # (0, ) and d # [0, ) for all f # L+2 for which the
right hand side is finite.
Conversely, if LS(c,d) is true and additionally the forms Ep are Lp -regular
with some constant d0 # (0, ), then (24) holds with the constant d replaced
by d+c } d0 .
Proof. Assuming Lemma 3.7 we prove first the implication of LS(c,d)
from hypercontractivity. To this end we consider a function
F(t)=exp {&2d \12&
1
q(t)+= } & ft&q(t)
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for f # A+ & D(L). It follows from our assumption (24) that we have
log F(t)log F(0). Therefore the corresponding right derivative at t=0
has to satisfy
d log F(t)
dt } t=0 =&2d
q* (0)
q(0)2
+
d
dt
log & ft &q(t) } t=00. (26)
Using Lemma 3.7 with q0=2 for t=0, we have p0=2 and Ip0 , q0=id and
therefore
d
dt
log & ft&q(t) } t=0
=
1
c
1
& f &22
(( f, T2( f )) && f &22 log & f &2&cE2( f, f )).
This together with (26) yields LS(c,d).
To prove the second part we use Lemma 3.7 together with LS(c,d)
inequality, to get
d
dt
log & ft&q(t)
=
q* q
& f &qq {((Ip, q( f ), Tq( f ))&& f &qq log & f &q)&
qc
2(q&1)
Eq( f, f )=

q* q
& f &qq {\
2c
q
E2(I2, q( f ), I2, q( f ))+
2
q
d &I2, q0 ( f0)&
2
2 +
&
qc
2(q&1)
Eq( f, f )= . (27)
Since from our assumption of Lp -regularity we have
2
q
E2(I2, q( f ), I2, q( f ))
q
2(q&1)
Eq( f, f )+
2
q
d0 & f &qq
using (27) we obtain
d
dt
log & ft &q(t)
2q*
q2
(d+c } d0).
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Integration of this differential inequality with q(0)=2 implies that
& ft &q(t)& f &q(0) exp {2(d+cd0) \12&
1
q(t)+=
for any f in a dense set in L+2 . From this the desired result easily follows
by continuity. K
Proof of Lemma 3.7. Let f # A+ & D(L) and let q(t)#1+(q(0)&1) e2tc,
with some q(0)2. We have
d
dt
log & ft&q(t) =
d
dt
1
q(t)
log & ft &q(t)q(t)
=&
q* (t)
q(t)
log & ft&q(t)+
1
q(t)
1
& ft&q(t)q(t)
d
dt
& ft&q(t)q(t) (28)
provided the derivative in the last term exists. To show that this indeed is
the case, we notice that
& ft &q(t)q(t)=(Ip(t), q(t)( ft), ft)
and therefore the finite difference of interest to us can be written as
1
2t
(& ft+2t&q(t+2t)q(t+2t)&& ft &
q(t)
q(t))
=Ip(t+2t), q(t+2t)( ft+2t), 12t ( ft+2t& ft)
+
1
2t
( (Ip(t+2t), q(t+2t)( ft)&Ip(t), q(t)( ft)), ft)
+
1
2t
( (Ip(t+2t), q(t+2t)( ft+2t)&Ip(t+2t), q(t+2t)( ft)), ft) . (29)
One can show that for f # A+ & D(L), we have
lim
2t  0 Ip(t+2t), q(t+2t)( ft+2t),
1
2t
( ft+2t& ft)
=(Ip(t), q(t)( ft), Lft). (30)
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Since
1
2t
( (Ip(t+2t), q(t+2t)( ft)&Ip(t), q(t)( ft)), ft)
=
1
2t
(& ft &q(t+2t)q(t+2t)&& ft &
q(t)
q(t)),
it follows from Theorem 2.7 that
lim
2t  0
1
2t
( (Ip(t+2t), q(t+2t)( ft)&Ip(t), q(t)( ft)), ft)
=q* (t)(Ip(t), q(t)( ft), Tq(t)( ft)). (31)
Thus to finish the proof we need only to show that the last term on the
right hand side of (29) converges to zero as 2t  0. To this end we note
that using Ho lder inequality we have
( (Ip(t+2t), q(t+2t)( ft+2t)&Ip(t+2t), q(t+2t)( ft)), ft)
(& ft+2t &q(t+2t)&1q(t+2t) && ft&q(t+2t)&1q(t+2t) ) } & ft &q(t+2t) .
Thus it is sufficient to show that
lim
2t  0
1
2t
(& ft+2t&q(t+2t)&& ft&q(t+2t))=0. (32)
Recalling that, for g # Lq and 1p+1q=1, we have &g&q=(, p(g), g) ,
with , q(g) being the normalized tangent functional at g, the necessary
property (32) follows from the following lemma below which ends the
proof of Lemma 3.7. K
Lemma 3.9. Let q: [0, a]  R+ , a>0, be a C1 map which has a one
side derivative at t=0, such that q(0)2 and q(t) is increasing. Let
t  ft # Lq be a continuously differentiable curve for every q # [q(0), q(a)].
Then
lim
t  0
1
t
(, p(t)( ft)&, p(t)( f0), f0) =0
if p(t) and q(t) are complementary and , p(t)( f ) # Lp(t) , f being thought of as
an element of Lq(t) .
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Proof. It is enough to show that if t  0, then
1
t
(, p(s)( ft), &, p(s)( f0), f0)
tends to 0 uniformly in s # [0, s0] for some positive s0 . We note first that
1
t
(, p(s)( ft)&, p(s)( f0), f0)
=
1
t
((, p(s)( ft), ft) &(, p(s)( f0), f0) )&(, p(s)( f0), f4 0)
&
1
t
((, p(s)( ft), ft) &(, p(s)( ft), f0) )+(, p(s)( f0), f4 0) . (33)
The first part from the right hand side of (33) can be bounded as
} 1t ((, p(s)( ft), ft) &(, p(s)( f0), f0) )&(, p(s)( f0), f4 0) }
 } 1t (& ft &Lq(s)&& f0&Lq(s))&(, p(s)( f0), f4 0) }, (34)
whereas the second part from the right hand side of (33) has the following
bound:
}&1t ((, p(s)( ft), ft)&(, p(s)( ft), f0) )+(, p(s)( f0), f4 0) }
 }, p(s)( ft), ft& f0t & f4 0}+ }, p(s)( ft)&, p(s)( f0), f4 0}. (35)
Let us consider the inequality (34). Because
1
t
| & ft &Lq(s)&& f0+tf4 0&Lq(s) |
1
t
& ft&( f0+tf4 0)&Lq(s)  0
uniformly in s, it is enough to estimate
1
t
(& f0+tf4 0 &Lq(s)&& f0 &Lq(s))&(, p(s)( f0), f4 0).
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First we notice that this difference is nonnegative, because we have
(, p(s)( f0), f4 0)=
t (,p(s)( f0), f4 0)
t & f0&q(s)

|(,p(s)( f0), f0+tf4 0) |&& f0 &2q(s)
t & f0 &q(s)

&,p(s)( f0)&p(s) & f0+tf4 0&q(s)&& f0&2q(s)
t & f0&q(s)
=
1
t
(& f0+tf4 0 &q(s)&& f0&q(s)).
On the other hand
1
t
(& f0+tf4 0 &q(s)&& f0&q(s))
=
& f0+tf4 0&2q(s)&&,p(s)( f0+tf4 0)&p(s) & f0 &q(s)
t & f0+tf4 0&q(s)

(,p(s)( f0+tf4 0), f0+tf4 0)&|(,p(s)( f0+tf4 0), f0) |
t & f0+tf4 0&q(s)
=
t(,p(s)( f0+tf4 0), f4 0) +(,p(s)( f0+tf4 0), f0)
t & f0+tf4 0&q(s)
&
|(,p(s)( f0+tf4 0), f0) |
t & f0+tf4 0&q(s)

(,p(s)( f0+tf4 0), f4 0)
& f0+tf4 0&q(s)
=(, p(s)( f0+tf4 0), f4 0).
From these two observations we get
0
& f0+tf4 0 &q(s)&& f0&q(s)
t
&(, p(s)( f0), f4 0)
(, p(s)( f0+tf4 0)&, p(s)( f0), f4 0)
&, p(s)( f0+tf4 0)&, p(s)( f0)&p(s) & f4 0&q(s) .
Let us set g#f0+tf4 0 and & f0&q(0)=1. Because by the assumptions of the
lemma f0 # Lq(s0) , for all s # [0, s0] one has
& f0&q(s)C=& f0&q(s0) .
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Moreover there is t0>0 such that \t # [0, t0] we have that Lq(0) norm of
g is not smaller then 12. Hence
1
2&g&q(s)C
for all s and t from the appropriate intervals. Since, by Section 2, Lp(s) are
uniformly convex, we have strictly positive modulus of convexity $p(s)(=).
Let us take $(=)=inf [$p(s)(=), s # [0, s0]]. Clearly $(=)=$p(s0)(=), because
p(s) is decreasing and p(s)2, [4]. Now choose t<t0 such that
&g& f0&Lq(s0)
$(=)
8C
.
Then
&g& f0&q(s)
$(=)
8C

$p(s)(=)
8C
.
Omitting the subscript Lq(s) in the corresponding norm, we have
&& f0& g&&g& f0&&& f0& g&& f0& f0&+&& f0& f0&&g& f0 &
& f0& }&g& f0 &+& f0& } | & f0 &&&g& |
2C &g& f0&
and so
" g&g&&
f0
& f0&"
&& f0& g&&g& f0 &
&g& }&f0&
8C &g& f0 &$p(s)(=).
This implies that, (we also omit here the subscript Lp(s) in norms of tangent
functionals),
&, p(s)(g)+, p(s)( f0)&
 }, p(s)(g)+, p(s)( f0), g&g&}
 }, p(s)(g), g&g&+, p(s)( f0),
f0
& f0&}
& }, p(s)( f0), g&g&&
f0
& f0&}.
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But (, p(s)(g), g)=&g& and (, p(s)( f0), f0) =& f0&, so
&, p(s)(g)+, p(s)( f0)&2&" g&g&&
f0
& f0&"
2&$p(s)(=).
Therefore &, p(s)(g)&, p(s)( f0)&p(s)= and so the first part from the right
hand side of (33) is bounded by = & f4 0&q(s0) for all s. The second part is
bounded by & ft& f0 t& f4 0&q(s0) and the third, which is bounded by
&, p(s)( ft)&, p(s)( f0)&p(s) } & f4 0&q(s)
can be estimated exactly as the first one. This ends the proof of Lemma 3.9.
K
4. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF THE LOGARITHMIC
SOBOLEV INEQUALITY
In this section we study further properties of Logarithmic Sobolev inequality
and Hypercontractivity in noncommutative Lp spaces. In particular we
prove the Rothaus implication of the Spectral Gap inequality from LS, (as
well as its Simon’s complement). We also show the Rothaus lemma on
improvement of Logarithmic Sobolev inequality as a consequence of
LS(c,d), convexity of noncommutative Lp spaces (Lemma 2.9) and the
Spectral Gap; (this result corresponds to the Glimm lemma on strict hyper-
contractivity which is proven separately).
Now we would like to show that LS(c,d=0) inequality implies spectral
gap property for the general L2 .
Theorem 4.1. Let Pt be a L2 -symmetric MarkovFeller semigroup in
Lp(|) spaces. Suppose that for every f # A+ & D(L) the LS(c,d=0)
inequality holds. Then
1
2c
( f&(1, f ) , f&(1, f )) E2( f, f ).
Proof. We know that
 f& f &2 , T2( f )c 
f
& f &2
, &Lf+T2(& f &2),
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T2(& f &2)=& f &2 log & f &2 . Let us define f = f&(1, f ). Then applying
LS(c,d=0) inequality to 1+=f , = small, we obtain
(1+=f , T2(1+=f ))
c(1+=f , &L(1+=f )) + 12 &1+=f &
2
2 log &1+=f &
2
2 . (36)
Because &1+=f &22=1+=
2 & f &22 and E2(1+=f , 1+=f )==
2E2( f, f ), so the
right hand side of inequality (36) can be written as follows:
c=2E2( f, f )+ 12=
2 & f &22+O(=4).
Because in the corresponding scalar product we can replace T2(1+=f ) by
(1+=f ) \14(log \14(1+=f ) \14&log \12) \&14
to calculate the left hand side of (36) we have to expand the logarithm. We
use the following representation for a positive and invertible operator A:
log A=|

0
d*((1+*)&1&(*+A)&1).
Thus
log \14(1+=f ) \14
=|

0
d*((1+*)&1&(*+\14(1+=f ) \14)&1).
Using the resolvent identity
(*+A)&1&(*+B)&1=(*+A)&1 (B&A)(*+B)&1
we get
log \14(1+=f ) \14&log \12
=|

0
d*((*+\12)&1&(*+\14(1+=f ) \14)&1)
=|

0
d*(*+\12)&1 (=\14f \14)(*+\14(1+=f ) \14)&1.
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We can expand the last factor under the integral as follows
(*+\14(1+=f ) \14)&1
=(*+\12)&1&((*+\12)&1&(*+\14(1+=f ) \14)&1)
=(*+\12)&1&(*+\12)&1 (=\14f \14)(*+\14(1+=f ) \14)&1
and apply the same idea to the last factor on the right hand side. Using
this, we get
log \14(1+=f ) \14&log \12
=|

0
d*(*+\12)&1 (=\14f \14)(*+\12)&1
&|

0
d*(*+\12)&1 (=\14f \14)(*+\12)&12
_(=\14f \14)(*+\12)&1+O(=3).
Hence
(1+=f , T2(1+=f ))
=1+=f , (1+=f ) \14 _|

0
d*(*+\12)&1 (=\14f \14)(*+\12)&1& \&14
&1+=f , (1+=f ) \14 _|

0
d*(*+\12)&1 (=\14f \14)(*+\12)&1
_(=\14f \14)(*+\12)&1& \&14+O(=3)
== 1, \14 _|

0
d*(*+\12)&1 \14f \14(*+\12)&1& \&14
+=2 \1, f \14 _|

0
d*(*+\12)&1 \14f \14(*+\12)&1& \&14
+f , \14 _|

0
d*(*+\12)&1 \14f \14(*+\12)&1& \&14
&1, |

0
d*(*+\12)&1 \14f \14(*+\12)&1 \14f \14(*+\12)&1+
+O(=3).
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The linear term in = equals to zero because
|

0
d* Tr \(*+\12)&1 \14f \14(*+\12)&1=Tr \\14f \14\&12
=|f =0.
The coefficient in the quadratic term equals to
|

0
d* _Tr \\f \
12
*+\12
f
1
*+\12++Tr \\12f \12
\12
*+\12
f
1
*+\12+
&Tr \\ \
14
*+\12
f
\12
*+\12
f
\14
*+\12+&
=|

0
d* Tr _\2& \
12
*+\12+
\
*+\12
f
\12
*+\12
f & .
Because 2&\12(*+\12)&11 so
(1+=f , T2(1+=f ))
=2 |

0
d* Tr \ \*+\12 f
\12
*+\12
f ++O(=3).
Substituting this to the inequality (36), we obtain
=2 |

0
d* Tr \ \*+\12 f
\12
*+\12
f ++O(=3)
c=2E2( f, f )+
1
2
=2 & f &22+O(=
4).
Dividing both sides by =2 and taking the limit =  0, we get
|

0
d* Tr \ \*+\12 f
\12
*+\12
f +cE2( f, f )+12 & f &22 . (37)
To complete the proof we need to find a proper estimate from below for
the left hand side. To this end let us consider a function
g*0(s)=Tr \
12 \ \(*+\12)2+
s
f \ \(*+\12)2+
1&s
f
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for s # [0, 1]. It can be easily checked that g*0(s) is a RP function and there-
fore g(s)=0 d* g
*
0(s) is also; (we recall the definition of a Reflection
Positive function in Section 5). Moreover
g(0)=|

0
d* g*0(0)=|

0
d* Tr \12f
\
(*+\12)2
f =( f , f ).
We want to show that g(12)g(0). For this we note that
d
ds
g*0(s)| s=0=Tr \
12 \log \ \
12
*+\12+
2
+ f \ \
12
*+\12+
2
f
&Tr \12f \ \
12
*+\12+
2
\log \ \
12
*+\12+
2
+ f
=2 _Tr \12(log \12) f \(*+\12)2 f
&Tr \12 log(*+\12) f
\
(*+\12)2
f
&Tr \12f
\
(*+\12)2
(log \12) f
+Tr \12 f
\
(*+\12)2
log(*+\12) f &
and hence
1
2
g$(0)=Tr \12(log \12) f \12f &Tr \12f (log \12) \12f
+|

0
d* Tr \12f
\
(*+\12)2
log(*+\12) f
&|

0
d* Tr \12(log(*+\12)) f
\
(*+\12)2
f . (38)
The first integral equals
Tr _\12f \ \&log(*+\
12)
*+\12
&
1
*+\12+}

0
f &
=Tr \12f \12(log \12) f +( f , f )
=Tr \12f \12(log \12) f + g(0). (39)
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To compute the second integral we consider a function
’(*)=Tr \12 log(*+\12) f
\
*+\12
f .
Because
d’
d*
=Tr
\12
*+\12
f
\
*+\12
f &Tr \12 log(*+\12) f
\
(*+\12)2
f
so
|

0
d* Tr \\12(log(*+\12)) f \(*+\12)2 f +
=Tr \12(log \12) f \12f +|

0
d* Tr \ \
12
*+\12
f
\
*+\12
f + . (40)
Using this together with (38) and (39), we obtain that
1
2g$(0)= g(0)& g(
1
2).
Since
g ( 12)= g(0)+
1
2 g$(0)+
1
8 g" (
%
2) ,
where % # (0, 1), we have
g(12)= g(0)+(116) g"(%2).
Additionally using the fact that g(s) is a RP function, we have g"(%2)0
and g(12)g(0). This together with (37) imply that
( f , f )cE2( f, f )+ 12 ( f , f )
and so
1
2c
( f , f )E( f, f ),
which ends the proof. K
We now show that the spectral gap property improves the LS inequality.
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Theorem 4.2. Let |( f )=Tr(\f ). Suppose LS(c,d) inequality holds for
every f # A+ & D(L) and moreover that the following spectral gap inequality
is true
m & f&(1, f )&22E2( f, f )
with some m # (0, ). Then LS(c$, d$=0) inequality holds with c$#
c+(d+1)m.
Proof. Let f # A+ & D(L). By the convexity lemma proven in Sec-
tion 2 (Lemma 2.9), we know that for all p2 one has
& f &2p(|( f ))
2+( p&1) & f &2p ,
where f = f&|( f ). Hence
(& f &2&& f &p)(& f &2+& f &p)&(& f &2&& f &p) } (& f &2+& f &p)
(2& p) & f &2p .
Dividing this inequality by 2& p, and taking the limit p  2 we obtain that
2 & f &2
d
dp
& f &p |p=2&2 & f &2
d
dp
& f &p | p=2& f &22 .
Because
d
dp
& f &p |p=2=
1
2 & f &2
d
dp
& f & pp |p=2&
1
2
& f &2 log & f &2
and similarly for f , using similar argument as in Section 2, (see Corollary
2.8 of Theorem 2.7), we can compute the corresponding derivatives and get
( f, T2( f )) && f &22 log & f &2&( | f |2 , T2( | f | 2))+& f &2 log & f &2
& f&(1, f )&22 .
Applying LS(c,d) inequality to the term containing | f | 2 , we arrive at
( f, T2( f )) && f &22 log & f &2
cE2( | f |2 , | f |2)+(d+1) & f&(1, f )&22 .
By a property of the Dirichlet form [2, 7, 9, 10], we have that for any
g # AR & D(L), | g|2 # D(E2) and
E2( | g| 2 , | g|2)E2(g, g).
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From this, (using also E2( f , f )=E2( f, f )), we have
( f, T2( f )) && f &22 log & f &2
cE2( f, f )+(d+1) & f&(1, f )&22 .
Hence applying the spectral gap property to the last term, we arrive at
( f, T2( f )) && f &22 log & f &22\c+d+1m + E2( f, f ). K
Using the spectral gap property we can improve hypercontractivity
directly as follows.
Theorem 4.3. Let Pt be a hypercontractive, L2-symmetric and Markov
Feller semigroup in LRp (|) spaces. Suppose also that for all f # A
+ & D(L)
one has
1
2c
( f&(1, f ) , f&(1, f )) E2( f, f ).
Then there exists {~ p, 2 such that &Pt f &p& f &2 for all f # LR2 and every
t{~ p, 2 .
Proof. Let z=(1, f ) =|f and f = f&z, where f # A+ & D(L).
Because Pt is L2-symmetric, so |f t=0 and hence
&Pt f &44=&z+ f t &
4
4=Tr(\
18f t \18+z\14)4
=z4+2z2 Tr[2\12(\18f t \18)2+\14(\18f t\18) \14(\18f t \18)]
+4z Tr[\14(\18f t \18)3]+& f t&44 .
Because
Tr \12(\18f t \18)2=Tr(\121\18)2 (\18f t \18)2
[Tr(\181\18)4]12 [Tr(\18f t\18)4]12
=& f t &24
and
Tr \181\18(\18f t\18)3[Tr(\181\18)4]14 [Tr(\18f t\18)4]34
=& f t&34 ,
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we have
& ft &44z4+6z2 & f t &24+4z & f t&34+& f t &44 .
On the other hand using 2z & f t &34z2 & f t&24+& f t&44 , we obtain
& ft &44z
4+8z2 & f t&24+3 & f t &
4
4 .
For t{4, 2 , we have that & f t&24C
2
4, 2 & f t&{4, 2 &
2
2 and & f t&
4
4C
4
4, 2 & f t&{4, 2 &
4
2 .
Hence
& ft &44z4+8z2C 24, 2 & f t&{4, 2&
2
2+3C
4
4, 2 & f t&{4, 2 &
4
2 .
From our assumption of the spectral gap property one has & f t&{4, 2&
2
2
e&(t&{4, 2)c & f &22 . Taking t{~ 4, 2 , with {~ 4, 2={4, 2+max(t1 , t2) where t1=
2c log(2dC4, 2) and t2=2c log(314C4, 2), we arrive at
& ft &44z
4+2z2 & f &22+& f &
4
2=& f &
4
2 .
Because A+ & D(L) is dense in L+2 so the above inequality holds for all
f # L+2 and so, (by similar arguments as the ones used in the previous
section), it holds for all f # LR2 . K
The converse of Theorem 4.3 is also true.
Proposition 4.4. Let Pt be a strictly hypercontractive, L2-symmetric
and Markov-Feller semigroup in LRp (|) spaces. Then
log 3
2{2, 4
( f , f ) |E2( f, f )
for all f # AR & D(L).
Proof. Let f =f * # A. We have already calculated that
&Pt f &44=z
4+2z2 Tr[2\12(\18f t \18)2+\14(\18f t\18) \14(\18f t \18)]
+4z Tr[\14(\18f t \18)3]+& f t&44 .
On the other hand
& f &42=(& f &22+z2)2=z4+2z2 & f &22+& f &42 .
So &Pt f &44& f &
4
2 implies that
2z2 Tr[2\12(\18f t\18)2+\12f t\12f t]+4z Tr[\14(\18f t\18)3]+& f t &44
2z2 & f &22+& f &
4
2 .
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Dividing this inequality by 2z2 and taking the limit z   we get
& f &222 Tr(\34f t\14f t)+( f t , f t) .
Suppose b(s)=Tr \sf t \1&sf t , s # [0, 1]. Because b(s) is RP and symmetric
around s= 12 , so b(34)b(12). Thus & f &
2
23 & f t &
2
2 for every t{2, 4 . By
the semigroup property we get
&Pn{2, 4 f &
2
23
&n & f &22
and so
&
1
n
log & f n{2, 4 &
2
2log 3&
log & f &22
n
.
Setting t=n{2, 4 and taking the limit t   we obtain that
lim
t   \&
1
t
log & f t&2+log 32{2, 4 .
Hence, by the spectral theorem,
log 3
2?2, 4
( f , f ) |E2( f, f )
for f # AR & D(L). K
5. ON LP REGULARITY OF DIRICHLET FORMS
In this Section we study in more details the Lp regularity of Dirichlet
forms which plays the crucial role in the proof of the integration lemma
(Theorem 3.8).
We recall that by Definition 3.6 the Ep form is called Lp regular iff there
is d00 such that \q2 and g # D(Eq) we have
E2(I2, q(g), I2, q(g))
q2
4(q&1)
Eq(g, g)+d0 &g&qq
where Eq(g, g)#(,p(g), &Lq g) } &g&q&2Lq =(Ip, q(g), &Lq g) with 1p+
1q=1. Note that replacing g by Iq, 2( f ) and using Theorem 2.5 we can
rewrite the regularity condition as follows:
E2( f, f )
q2
4(q&1)
E2(Ip, 2( f ), Iq, 2( f ))+d0 & f &22 . (41)
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Clearly that is equivalent to the inequality
lim
t  0
1
t
( f, (1&Pt) f)

q2
4(q&1)
lim
t  0
1
t
(Ip, 2( f ), (1&Pt) Iq, 2( f )) +d0 & f0&22 ,
where f # L+2 & D(L2) is such that Iq, 2( f ) # D(Lq) and 1p+1q=1. The
last is certainly satisfied if for all small t0
( f, (1&Pt) f )

q2
4(q&1)
((Ip, 2( f ), Iq, 2( f )) &(Ip, 2( f ), Pt Iq, 2( f )) )+td0 & f &22 .
But
(Ip, 2( f ), Iq, 2( f )) =(Ip, q(Iq, 2( f )), Iq, 2( f ))
=&Iq, 2( f )&qq=& f &22
so we can rewrite the above inequality in the form
(Ip, 2( f ), PtIq, 2( f )) !q( f, Pt f ) +(1&!q) & f &22+!q td0 & f &
2
2 , (42)
where !q=4(q&1)q2. Define the functions
h(q)=(Ip, 2( f ), PtIq, 2( f ))
for q # (1, ), and
h0(s)=h \2s+ ,
where s # (0, 2). It is clear that they are positive. Two other simple proper-
ties of the function h0 are contained in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. h0 is symmetric around the point s=1, that is, we have
h0(1=s)=h0(1&s) if s # [0, 1), and h0(s)& f &22 for every s # (0, 2).
Proof. We have
h0(1+s)=(I(21&s), 2( f ), Pt I(21+s), 2( f ))
=(I(21+s), 2( f ), Pt I(21&s), 2( f ))=h0(1&s).
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The second statement follows from the Ho lder inequality:
h0(s)=(I(22&s), 2( f ), Pt I(2s), 2( f ))
&I(22&s), 2( f )&22&s &PtI(2s), 2( f )&2s& f &22 . K
The inequality (42) expressed in terms of the function h0 reads
h0(s)(& f &22&h0(1))(s&1)
2+h0(1)+td0(2&s) s & f &22 . (43)
Note that for s # (1, 2) we have h0(s)& f &22 , thus the condition (42) is
certainly fulfilled if we have
(& f &22&h0(1))(s&1)
2+h0(1)+td0(2&s) s & f &22&& f &
2
20.
But that is satisfied iff
& f &22&h0(1)td0 & f &
2
2 
( f, (1&Pt) f )
t & f &22
d0 .
It holds for small t provided we choose d0=(&L2 &+1).
Hence we get the following property.
Proposition 5.2. If the generator L2 is bounded, then (43) holds with
d0=(&L2 &+1).
For later purposes let us recall the following definition.
Definition 5.3. A function g: [0, ;]  R is Reflection Positive (RP) iff
it is continuous and for every n # N, any z1 , ..., zn # C and any s1 , ..., sn #
[0, ;2] the following inequality holds:
:
n
i, j=1
z i zj g(si+s j)0.
We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. If the function h0 is RP on [0, 2], then (43) holds with d0=0.
Proof. We need to show that
h0(s)(& f &22&h0(1))(s&1)2+h0(1).
Because h0 is symmetric around s=1, it is enough to consider s # [1, 2).
We have that h0(s)& f &22 and it is continuous on [0, 2] so h0(2)& f &
2
2
too. Moreover from Widder theorem, [17], we know that h0 possesses an
integral representation h0(s)=& e
&*sd&(*), where & is a finite Borel measure
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in R. So h2n&10 (1)=0 and h
(2n)
0 (1)0 for every natural n. Thus h0(2)h0(1)
and so
h0(s)=h0(1)+(s&1)2 :

n=1
h (2n)0 (1)
(s&1)2n&2
(2n)!
h0(1)+(s&1)2 :

n=1
h (2n)0 (1)
1
(2n)!
h0(1)+(s&1)2 (& f &22&h0(1)). K
Using the above lemma we prove the following:
Theorem 5.5. Suppose Pt is a L2 -symmetric and MarkovFeller semi-
group in Lp(Tr) spaces. Then the corresponding generalized Dirichlet forms
are Lp-regular.
Proof. In Lp(|) spaces, for any f # A+, one has
h0(s)=Tr \s4(\14f\14)2&s \s4Pt(\&s4(\14f\14)s \&s4),
where s # [0, 2]. Because \=1, it simplifies to h0(s)=Tr f 2&sPt( f s). Since
Pt is Markov and L2(Tr)-symmetric, using the representation given in [2],
we obtain
h0(s)=|| d+f (!, ;) !s;2&s,
where d+f is a positive and symmetric measure with support contained in
Spec( f )_Spec( f ). It can be easily seen that this is a RP function. Hence
inequality (43) holds with d0=0. By continuity it is satisfied for all
f # L+q (Tr):
I2, q( f ), 1&Ptt I2, q( f )Tr !q Ip, q( f ),
1&Pt
t
Ip, q( f )Tr .
Let additionally f # D(Lq). Then the limit t  0 of the right hand side
exists. The left hand side can be written as
|

0
1&e&t*
t
(I2, q( f ), dE(*) I2, q( f )) Tr ,
where dE(*) is the spectral measure of &L2 , that is &L2=0 * dE(*). For
t>0 let us define ’t(*)=[0, )  R+, by
’t(*)=
1&e&t*
t
.
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Because for all *0 ’t(*)’t$(*) if t<t$, the following limit exists
lim
t  0 |

0
’t(*)(I2q( f ), dE(*) I2, q( f ))
Tr
.
By the monotone convergence theorem: limt  0 ’t(*)=* is (I2, q( f ),
dE(*) I2, q( f )) Tr integrable. Thus I2, q( f ) # D(- &L2 )=D(E2) and
E2(I2, q( f ), I2, q( f ))!qEq( f, f ). K
As another example we consider the Dirichlet forms associated to a sub-
ordinated semigroup that is a FellerMarkov semigroup Pt given on the
algebra A as
Pt( f )#| &t(d{) :{( f )
with :{ denoting the modular automorphism given by
:{( f )#\&i{f\ i{
and the measure &t(d{) defined as the Fourier transform of exp[&tF(x)]
with F given by the Le vyKhinchine formula
F(x)=ax2+| (1&cos xy)
1+ y2
y2
d+( y),
where d+ is a positive and finite measure on R such that +([0])=0. It is
not difficult to see that Pt satisfies the following symmetry condition
(Pt f, g)|, z #Tr(\1&zPt f *\zg)=( f, Pt g) |, z
for any z # [0, 1]. Using the fact that for any p, q # [1, ) we have
:{Ip, q( f )=Ip, q(:{ f ).
We observe that in the present case we have
h0(s)=Tr \s4(\14f\14)2&s \s4Pt(\&s4(\14f\14)s \&s4)
=Tr(\14f\14)2&s Pt(\&s4(\14f\14)s \&s4).
Therefore, by the similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5.5, we see
that h0 satisfies the RP property and we have the following result.
Theorem 5.6. The generalized Dirichlet forms associated to a subordinated
FellerMarkov semigroup are Lp regular.
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Remark. Choosing \ to be equal to the density matrix \4 of a restric-
tion of an infinite volume Gibbs state to the algebra A4 for some finite set
4/Zd, we can define a sequence P4t of semigroups which converges to a
FellerMarkov semigroup on A. It follows that the corresponding
generalized Dirichlet forms are also Lp regular.
APPENDIX I
For the convenience of a reader we recall that a Banach space B is called
strictly convex if for any nonzero elements f, g # B the equality
& f+ g&=& f &+&g&
holds only if g=tf for some t>0, and B is called uniformly convex if for
each =>0 there is $>0 such that if f and g are unit vectors in B with
& f& g&= then &12 ( f +g)&1&$. Equivalently, we may say that B is
uniformly convex if the modulus of convexity $X (=) is strictly positive,
where
$X (=)=inf [1& 12& f+ g&: & f &=&g&=1, & f& g&=].
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